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Abstract

A micropipeline circuit utilizes delay elements in the request path to effect a

bounded data path in a processing circuit. The statecl implementation is not a

true delay-insensilive circuit because it places constraints on the request signai

that are related to the data path only through estimation. This condition hin-

ders the potential speed of the circuit, creates a structure that is difficult to test,

and introduces a¡r element that is diflìcult to optimize through synthesis (the

delay circuit). This thesis promotes the use of a novel circuit design that uses

current-sensing completion-detection to eliminate the need for the delay element

and, consequently, the said problems. The proposed circuit utilizes current-

mo<le circuitry in a cMos current comparator which proves to be a more e.[Iì-

cient implementation than previous designs. The circuit employed in a data

processor results in a power-ef{ìcient and potentially fast approach to as},nchro_

nous data processing. A four-bit Booth-encoded multiplier has been designed

using a L2 micron CMOS process and sent for fabrication.
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CI{APTER 1

Introduction

Digital system designers are continually looking to improve the process-

ing speed of their hardware; whether it be with new fabrication processes or wi r

innovative methods of design. Progress in this area is driven by the need to

solve computationally intensive problems sucl-r as real-time simulation and

image processing. It is well known that semiconductor manufacturers are

reaching their limits in terms of producing smaller device geometries. This fact

leaves integrated circuit (lC) designers to invent new circuit techniques ancl

architectures that will enhance computation speed.

This thesis presents a novel circuit technique for asynchronous digital design.

The circuit Ís based on a completion-detection circuit adapted to the micropipe-

line design methodology by [Sutl-r89]. A custom 1.2 micron CMOS (conrplemen-

tary metal-oxide-semiconductor) four-bit Booth-encoded rnultiplier circuit has

been designed and is currently u'dergoing fabrication. It comprises 2lo2 tran-

sistors and has a core area of 1.52mm2. A custom leaf-cell librarv was devel-
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oped to enable the placement and routing of the design. The resulting circuit

proves to be a feasible asynclrronous design.

Digital design could be categorized into two very different design methodologies:

synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous design assumes binary clata and

discrete time. Discrete time is accomplished by applying a clock signal to trieger

the capture of data in sequential and/or parallel storage cells. Aslmchronous

design does not use the assumption of discrete time. It uses handshaking sig-

nals to control the capture of data. The removal of this assumption, theoreti-

cally, should provide a system wlth greater potential [Hauc94l.

1.1 The Water-Bucket Queue

Have you ever observed or perhaps participated in a chain of firefighters

passing buckets ofwater to dowse a raging fìre? This system is, in fact, an asyn-

chronous queue. More specifically, it may be designated as a se(ftimed system

since it operates fìawlessly without concern for the time delays in tlle course of

its spatially localized actions. Each fìrefighter in the chain follows the same

rrles for tralsferring the buckets (see Figure l.l).
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Figure l l. A Chain of Firefìghters
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when a lìrefighter does not have a bucket, an outstretched hand to the previous

firefìghter signilìes an acknouLedge state. when the lìrefighter is in possession

of a bucket, a hand holding the bucket is extended towards the subsequent fire-

Iìghter. This represents a request state. A relevant observation is that the data

(the bucket) and the request are said to he bundled. Bundled data will be dis-

cussed further in Section 2. l When two sequential firefìghters are in opposite

states (acknowledge and request) a Lrucket can be transferred between them. Of

course, there are two temporary states that occur when a firefìghter is in neither

the request nor the acknowledge state. A fìrefighter is in a temporary state when

in possession of a bucket and in the process of swinging it to a position where

the next firefighter can grab it (request state), and when the lìrefighter is not in

possessÍon of a bucket and is in the process of reaching l¡ack to the previous

firefìghter where an oncoming bucket can be grabbed (acknowledge state). It is

these two temporary states that create travel-time delay or latency in the

advancing buckets.

1.2 Assets of Asynchronous Systems

The analogr of the water-bucket queue is provided to point out a few

important and treneficial properties of asynchronous systems:

. The asynchronous queue is e¿ast¿c because the number of buckets in it can

vary. This property allows the queue to decrease the latency in tJ-e transfer

of a bucket from the beginning to tlle end when the queue is partially full.

This condition helps increase the auerage throughput in a system where the

queue is partially full at all times. This is possible because the lìrefighters

that do not possess buckets will likely be in re acknowledge state (a sto-ble
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sfate) which requires only one temporary state (an unstable s¿ate) to effect a

transfer. [SSM94I reports that a latch-based pipeline attains a maximum

throughput when it is half full.

The elasticity of the queue also allows it to be more efficient because less

power is consumed when the queue is not full. Instead of having the lìre-

fighters swing their arms to the beat of a drum (i.e., a s1'nchronous system),

they work on response to a request which allows them to rest if no buckets

are available.

If one fìrefighter is weaker (i.e. slower) than the rest, the througltput of Lhat

queue is based on that particular lìrefighter's speed if the queue is full. This

would also be true for a synchronous system since one must clock a pipeline

at the speed of the slowest eleme¡rt. However, unlike a synchronous system,

the throughput of concurrent processes in the asynchronous system are not

affected by one slow process since faster processes may operate as quickly as

they can.

If the firefighter chain is working under conditions where there is poor foot-

ing and high temperatures, the speed of bucket transfer will drop. But, if the

chain is working under more suitable conditions, the queue will likely speed

up. Tlre adaptobilitg of the asynchronous queue to its physical state and

environment removes the concern that synchronous designers have: worst-

case conditions must always be considered when choosing a clock speed.

turottrer advantage to this system is its compatibility with the inputs offered

fi'om the naturally asynchronous world. Synchronous systems do not have

this robust mututtl exclusíon property and are therefore subject to metc,sto.bil-

ify problems at an asynchronous/synchronous interface [ChMo73l.
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These are just a few properties of aslmchronous systems based on re observa-

tions of the water-bucket queue. The list allove is suffìcient to induce the sys-

tems community to invest in researching the problems associated with

asynchronous design. Other papers discuss these advantages ancl clisadvan-

tages in more detail [Raha93 and Haucg4]. The scope of this document is

restricted to the discussion of micropipelines and the correction of their associ-

ated problems with the proposed invention. Feedl¡ack in asynchronous systems

such as finite-state machines (FSMs) and more complex structures are not dis-

cussed.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This document is organized into the following chapters:

Chapter TVo discusses micropipelines and some aspects of micropipelines

which demand improvement. Completion-detection rnethods are introduced

as another asynchronous design solution with results from recent studies.

The idea for completion-detection circuitry integrated with a micropipeline is

shown to be an amiable solution. A list of desired properties of a novel asyn-

chronous circuit are presented as goals for this thesis.

Chapter Three details the development of the invention. A timing diagram is

used to describe the circuit working in a data processing system which is the

main aid for understanding the operation of the circuit.

Chapter Four details the development of the leaf-cell library and shows the

results of simulations for each leaf cell.

Chapter Five discusses the implementation of a protot!?e circuit that is

used to veriSr the circuit theory. The circuit implemented is a four-bit Booth-
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encoded multiplier using the leaf-cell library. A rudimentary simulation veri-

fies the operation of the control circuit.

. Chapter Slx discusses the proposed test procedures which will be used to

verify the fabricatecl lC.

. Chapter Seven gives a summary of what this research has accomplished

and offers conclusions. Applications for this circuit are discussed. Future

work and goals are also indicated.

. Appendlx A contains the schematic diagrams and layouts of the leaf cells

used to implement the circuÍt.

. Appendlx B contains the schematic diagrams of the four-bit Booth-encoded

multiplier circuit and its layout.



CIIAPÎER 2

Asynchronous Design

2.1 Micropipelines

MicropipeLines is a term used to denote an as¡mchronous control-circuit

irnplementation for data transfer. In [Suth89], micropipelines were formally

introduced and since that time this digital systems paradigm has been used to

implement various projects [Brrn9l , KSRA9 Ì , LiGog2, pDF+92, TrDu92,

GRM94, and Roin94l. The intended uses for this structure are integrated pipe-

lined data-processing circuits; hence the word micropipelines.

The two-cycle signalling convention described by [SeitSO] is utilized by the

micropipeline methodologr to produce an elegant and efficient circuit for asyn-

chronous data transfer. The tining diagran in Figure 2.1(a) <lepicts how the sig-

nal levels interact. The relation between the signals is clearly shown to be based

on voltage-level transitions or eDents. This convention is also known as non-

return-to-zero (NRZ) because the signal levels do not have to return to a low volt-

age level to enable a second latching ofdata. The event can be either a rising or
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falling transition and it is this property of the two-cycle convention that makes it

faster and more power ef{ìcient than four-cycle signalling or return-to-zero (RZ)

signalling (Figure 2. I(b)). I{owever, the choice of protocals has been vehemen y

disputed by members of the asynchronous research community.

DATA

(a) Two-Cycle Requesr

Acknowledge

DATA

(b) Four-Cycle Request

Acknowledge

Figure 2.1: (a) The TWo-Cycle Signalling Convention used in Micropipelines

and (b) The Four-Cycle Signalling Convention (After [SietSO])

This simple handshaking protocol is inrplemented with one simple logic primi-

tive: the Muller C-element (see Table 2.I for the truth table). A C-element is a

memory circuit that produces a logical-one at its output if all inputs are logical-

one and a logical-zero at its output if all inputs are logical-zero; otherwise, the

output will not change. This device is also known as a rendezuous or.ioit1.

Table 2. l: The Muller C-Element Truth Table

x Z(n+l )

0 0 0

0 1 Zn

1 0 Zn
1 1 1
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:j ntrl
n(in)-i-lÍorr-nY=l--)-

Figure 2.2: Control Circuit for tl're Micropipeline (After {Suthggl)

The scl-rematic diagram in Figure 2.2 depicts the control circuit for the micropi-

peline. The C-elements control the handshaking signals to effect the two-cycle

convention. The delay element is inserted in re request-signal path to allow

time for the data to settle at the inputs of the next stage. The delay element is a

necessity in processing circuits since the delay of the logic gates in the process-

ing circuit block must be accommodated by the delay i'the request signal; oth-

erwise the next stage in the pipeline might capture erroneous clata with the

premature arrival of the request event. If there is no processing logic between

registers (i.e., a FIFO), the delay element can be ommited since re delay

through the Muller c-elements and the associated wiring should be enough to

allow the data levels to settle at the inputs to the next register. If a processing

circuit block in tretween two registers has a logic-gate depth of four gates then

the combined delay of the request event propagating through the delay element

and the Muller c-element (which controls the capture of data in the sutrsequent

register) must be greater tllan the delay of four gates. This implementation fur-

ther categorizes micropipelines as two-cycle bundled-clata circuits since the data
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and the request signal must be bounded together to provide integrity ofthe data

transfer.

The micl'opipeline also uses a difÍerent memory element for storing r]ata. Unlike

the traditional D-type flip-flop used in most circuits, micropipelines employ

euent-controlted storage elements [Suth89l. A schematic diagram of the event-

controlled storage cell is depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic Diagram of an Event-Controlled Storage Cell (After

lSuths9l)
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The C (capture) and P (pass) inputs and their complements (Cb and pb) control

the latching ofdata. When the event-controlled storage cell is open the data can

pass from input to output like a latch. This property allows data to flow rlirectly

from input to output of a pipeline when the pipeline is empta.

2.I.l Micropipeline Shortcomings

It is surmised that the main disadvantage with micropipelines is that they

are not truly self-timed or delay-insensitive circuits. The delay element is

required to enable the data to be bundled with tlle request signal. The control

circuit is delay-insensitive but the bounded data path imposes the need for con-

straints on the request paih. These constraints are compromised by the addi-

tion of the delay element which imposes a number of problems.

There are hÃ¡o ways to implement a delay element. The fìrst is very demanding in

terms of design time. The pretentious designer could observe each stage in the

micropipeline and estimate the depth of logic to indicate the length of delay

needed. The delay could then be implementecl with a string of inverte¡s: the

length of which should emulate the amount of delay required. This is not a rea-

sonable method due to the monolithic IC designs that ca¡ be realized u¡ith

micropipelines. The synthesis of the delay element is a more acceptable

ap1:roach where the nlaximum delay of a processing circuit could be estimated

wilh simulation and instantiated with the appropriate number of inverters. The

large number of processing logic blocks in a monolithic IC makes lìe synthesis

of these delay elements computationally intensÍve.
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This latter method was used in [Røing4J by combining HSPICE with a custom

timing tool to estimate the time delay in the processing logic. This method

unfortunately failed (fìve of twenty samples worke<i); even when a Soyo safety

margin was used. The conclusion from this study is that synthesis of the clelay

element requi.res more research into the different parasitics that exist in a cMos

circuit and the associated wiring. varying temperature and manufacturing

processes may alfect the delay ci¡cuit and processing block differenfly which

could result in underestimating tlle delay element size.

A more significant drawback when using delay elernents is that they are gauged

to emulate delays greater than the delays of tlÌe processing logic block. This

defeats the purpose of using asynchronous circuits which should operate as fast

as their physical properties and temperature conditions allow if they are truly

delay-insensitive circuits. Micropipelines have a worst-case performance rather

than the preferred average-case performance.

Another area of concern for micropipelines is testability. The performance of the

micropipeline is determined by tl-re control circuit. This makes it diflìcult to test

the data path and to debug. Is the fault caused by a delay-type fault or perhaps

even a design error? When micropipelines are usecl in complex systems this

problem increases exponentially. More research in this area is required for

micropipelines to be commercially accepted.

2.2 Completion'Detection Circuits

Another method of insuring data integrity at the inputs to the next regis-

ter in the pipeline is by using completion detection in each processing logic

12
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block. Rather tlìan using a delay element in the control circuit, the speed ofthe

processing logic block dictates the time delay in the request signal. This is

accomplished by using different techniques to trigger a signal after the comple-

tion of the data processing.

2,2. I Dual-Rail Encoding

Most completion-detection circuits have been based on dual-rail circuit

implernentations using eitl'rer four-phase or two-phase signalling with the

majority using four-phase signalling. A common approach is to use DCVSL

(dynamic cascade voltage switch logic) [MBM89]. This method uses the DCVSL

logic family to implement a four-phase signalting circuit that provides high

speed and low power (Figure 2.4). Problems associated with DCVSL are charge

sharing between the NMOS and PMOS Fgfs and the data must be latched alter

each gate otherwise it must be refreshed.

13
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Figure 2.4: Schematic Diagram of a DCVSL Circuit for Completion Detection

(After [MBM89l)
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An improvement over DCVSL is claimed by [Lu93] with the use of ECDL (enable/

disable cMos differential logic). It is a static implementation so the problems

with clynamic logic are eliminated but at the expense of additional transistors.

one serious concern with these types of implementations is that they must be

hazard-free designs. The complexity of these circuits will thus increase with

larger function blocks and their synthesis and logic clecomposition becomes a

diffìcult problem. cAD tools that are currently available are mainly directed at

the placement and routing of standard leaf-cell designs. Custom layout will,

therefore, have to l¡e used in some circumstances which is not practical for mon-

olithic ASICs (application specilìc integrated circuits). Design time must be

reduced to the level attained by synchronous circuit design to promote an

investment in designing as)'nchronous circuits.

As with all asynchronous circuits, the problen of silicon overhead is also a con-

cern. The additional wires needed irl dual-rail schemes and the extra transistors

required for the control circuitry hinders the use of these implementations

because ofthe use of extra silicon real estate. However, in \rt sI fvery large scale

integration) systems the clocking circuitry must be routed with care and can

often consume large percentages of silicon area of an IC (sornetimes as high as

25o/o to 3oo/o of the die for large designs). often, the routing of the clock and the

bulfering of the clock signal requires manual placement. The placement anrl

routing of an as¡'nchronous circuit is thus easier and recluces design time with-

out depleting too much extra silicon area ran a slmchronous system. Neverthe-

less, the reduction of asynchronous control ci¡cuit overhead is a concern for

14
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designers of asynchronous circuits albeit less a concern than performance and

power effìciency.

2.2.2 CS,CD (Current-Sensing Completlon Detectlon)

Another approach to providing completion-detection of data processing is

to monitor the current in a CMOS processing logic block. CMOS circuits draw

current from the power and ground rails when a transition occurs at a CMOS

circuit output (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Voltage/Current Output Characteristics of a CMOS Circuit

The main advantage that current sensing has over other completion-detection

techniques is that the processing logic block does not have to be deslgned as a

hazard-free circuit. l,ogic block outputs may toggle prematurely at the inputs to

the next register in the pipeline which suggests stat¿c, dgnamic, or de\og haz-

ards [Jaco89]. An example of a static hazard is shown in Figure 2.6.

__,,0fu
¡npur patrerns 1->t,o --1_) ? Ì- t,o,t\1"/\ l 'o 

i 
stat¡cíazaro in ourpur

t5

\
I

Figure 2.6: Example of a Circuit with a Static Hazard
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Previous schemes would relay the request signal when the hazard appeared at

the output of the logic block and cause the latching of erroneous data. In cur-

rent-sensing completion detectÍon, any lrazard would be masked by the continu-

ous fÌow of current from the supply rails. Wren the current draw from the

supply rails ceases, the appropriate detection circuitry will trigger the comple-

tion signal. This permits the use of any logic decomposition of a function.

16
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Figure 2.7: A Current-Sensing Completion-Detection Circuit (After IIST9Oì)

An investigation by [lsr9o] resulted in the circuit implementation clepicted in

Figure 2.7. The circuit works by applying the pseudo Vdd voltage level at the top

of the cMos module to a differential amplifier whose reference voltage level is

based on the voltage divider (R2 and R3). The voltage level at the pseudo Vdcl

rail drops from a quiescent level of approximately 4.3 Volts when an output tran-

sition occurs within tl-re CMOS module. The current drawn into the CMOS mod-

ule (IÍn) is transformed into a proportional voltage level which is the pseudo Vdd

voltage level. when the pseudo vdd level drops below the rreshold level the

output voltage level yout goes high. When the pseudo Vddlevel fìips track above

I

I
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the threshold level, Vout goes low. The CMOS module utilized in their simula-

tions is a string of lìve inverters.

The performance ofthe circuit was lirnited by several factors. The diode resistor

in parallel at the power rail of the circuit is the main detriment. It's parasitic

influence slowed the circuit for the CMOS process that was simulated. The

inverter train was impeded by the diode-resistor circuit, changing the latency

from I lns to 16ns according to the simulation data. The reaction of the differ-

ential amp presented the con-rpletion signal to the next slage approximately 6ns

after the current in the CMOS module subsided to a quiescent current level

(Iddq) and lOns after the inverter train had Iìnished processing if it was without

the diode-resistor circuit appended to its power rail.

One large concern for this type of circuit is the presumption that a continuous

and strong current draw will occur at the power rail dudng the transitioning of

outputs in the logic gates of the CMOS module. There is always a currerìt drav\¡

from the power and ground rails during an output transition of a CMOS logic

gate because, for an instant of time, the NMOS and PMOS Fgls are both turned

on in varying degrees according to the voltage levels on the gate inputs at that

particular instant of time. This causes an instantaneous short between the

power- and ground rails. This power surge is not, however, as significant as the

current caused by the voltage level of the output capacitance discharging

through either the power or ground rail.

A four-input NOR-gate was simulated to examine these effects in a 1.2 micron

17
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CMOS process (Figure 2.8). The results showed that with increasing output

capacitance on the output of the NOR-gate the current surge caused by the

short between power and ground actually decreasecl. This was observed by

examining the current flow from the power rail when the output was conditioned

to go from five volts to zero volts with the following input combination sequence:

ABCD (OOOO => OOOI)

18
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D-l currenl
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Figure 2.8: Current Flow in a Switching Four-Input NOR-Gate

The effect of increasing output capacitance reduced the current clraw through

tlre power rail by overpowering the instantaneous current surge from the grouncl

rail with an abundance of charge from the output capacitance. The key to this

result is the difference between the rise-times and lall-time of the inputs and

output. The output capacitance causes the fall-time to be slower than the rise-

time of input D. This enables the PMOSFET driven by D to turn off before the
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capacitance has been fully discharged which results in only a small source-to-

drain voltage (V¡s) across the PMOSFET during the transition on the gate ofthe

PMOSFET. The fact that the V¡g value will be less than the gate-to-source volt-

age (V6j for a time will cause the PMOSFET to operate linearly during that tran-

sition. This lowers the maximum current drive in thaL PMOSFET. The string of

four PMOSFETs in series also contributes sonewhat to the reduction of current

flow l¡ecause of the additional resistance. This effect was not observed by

[IST9O] because of their use of an inverter circuit which draws a significant cur-

rent through both supply rails with minor loading on the output (i.e., a fanout of

one inverter gate).

This experiment verilìes the concern with the method of current sensors on the

power rail which may be alleviated by providing current sensors on the ground

rail too. This solution, however, presents additional circuitry wl-rich may make

the control circuit overhead unwieldy and, worse still, reduces the performance

of the circuit further. Another CMOS logÍc family that discharges the output

capacitance through botlr the power and grouncl rails is thought to be a better

solution if the CMOS family does not present too much addilional circuitry. This

idea is used in the final implementation and is elaborated upon in Section 3. I.

Another problem associated with the diode-resistor circuit is that it presents a

quiescent current draw across the resistor o[ approximately l4O¡rA (O.7V/5kO).

This increases the quiescent power draw for each CMOS module in the circuit

whicl'r is again unwanted because one reason for using asynchronous circuits is

their low power operation as explained in Section 1.2. Also, the resistors used to
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implement the voltage relerence level also draw a signilìcant quiescent current

since R2 and R3 add up to 5kf,2 (according to the values given) which draws lmÁ'

(5vlskf)). The diode-resistor is also diffìcult to place and route with existing

CAD tools since it will have to be a large enough device to dissipate the large

power draw from a CMOS module that could be as large as a hundred logic

gates.

The differential amplifier is a robust circuit in terms of being adaptable to proc-

ess changes but it is a large circuit with some transistors needing to be imple-

mented with widths as wide as 2OO microns (M2 and M5). This is again difficult

to place and route with existing CAD tools and hints at a manual implementa-

tion requirement. Furthermore, the resistors themselves are difficult to imple-

ment in common CMOS processes with high degrees of tolerance. Yet anotler

difficulty is the susceptiLrility of the differentÍal amplilìer to noise. Surges on the

power rail and ground rail due to effects such as ground bounce or low-level

electro-magnetic interference (EMI) could prematurely trigger a completion sig-

nal because of the need for a threshold voltage very close to the voltage diode

drop (approxÍmately 0.8 Volts).

Overall, the analysis of the prior circuit shows that there is potential for the cir-

cuit but other configurations would be necessary. Another attempt to imple-

rnent a CSCD circuit by IDDH9l] uses the same basis as [IST9O] but with minor

variations. Using various configurations of BiCMOS (bipolar-CMOS hybrid tech-

nology) and CMOS circuits they experimented with an adder logic block as the

CMOS module, One very important observation made from their study is that
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the state similarity of sequential inputs to the logic block (hamming distance)

reduced the amount of current drawn by the CMOS circuitry which was benefi-

cial in increasing the speed of the circuit. The cessation of transient current-

flow l-rappened quicker when the hamming distance between consecutÍve bit pat-

terns was small which produced a decreased latency in the completion signal. If

complete state similarity occurred (i.e., zero hamnting distance) a minimum

delay-ger-rerating (MDG) circuit was required to ensure the toggling of the com-

pletion signal (see Figure 2.9). In some cases the toggling was not detected and

the MDG provided a backup in case of that predicament.

inputs

control
complete

-L_r

Figure 2.9: CSCD Block Diagram (After IDDH9f l)

Again, the use of only one current sensor is utilized despite the clanger of

reduced current flow in one supply rail or another according to our studies.

However, claims are made by IDDH9ll that the CMOS-variant simulations only

required one curent sensor. The basic circuit used for the current sensor is

depicted in Figure 2. IO.

21
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To

to buffer

Figure 2. lO: Curent Sensor (After tDDHgll)

Rsense is chosen to maintain a IOOmV quiescent voltage level for the CMOS

module pseudo-ground. A diode is not used in this implementation because the

NMOSFUI labelled Rclamp is used to ensure that Vsense does not go above

8O0mV. The transistor representing Rclamp will have to be very large physically

because of the large transient currents that could clevelop from a large CMOS

module. The parasitic effects of the large drain capacitance will hamper the

speed of the circuit and the speed of its switching is questionable unless the

sense amp has a large drive which requires large transistors in that configura-

tion. This all contributes to higher power requirernents for the IC. This is a

rational alternative but it still introduces a parasitic element Rsense which

reduced the speed of the CMOS module by a reported Sol0. The use of resistors is

again deemed to be an implementation problem due to their size, low tolerance

to process variations, and porver consumption. In addition, various resistance

values will have to be synthesized depending on the number of gates in the

CMOS module. The problems associated with differential amplifiers again
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appears. The researchers claim that these difficulties will be overcome with fur-

ther research into different confìgurations. It is the aim of this thesis to follow

that premise.

2.3 A List of Solution Requirements

In retrospect of the above analysis, we have identified some weaknesses

with micropipelines and other asynchronous circuit methodologies. The initia-

tion of this study was built on the realization that micropipelines were hampered

by the need for delay elements in the path of the request signal. I{nowing that

Iddq detection methods are used in built-in self-testing (BIST) circuits [MaNigf l,

it \¡/as conjectured that a similar current-monitoring circuit could be used to

implement the completion-detection. To our knowledge only two groups have

studied this problem [IST9O and DDH9l] with simulations of various experimen-

tal circuits. With that background, a new ci¡cuit must be realized and imple-

mented in silicon to achieve a feasible solution. A list of desirat¡les for a new

circuit is given below:

l. The circuit must be compatible with micropipelines. It will follow the same

handshaking protocol (the two-phase signalling convention).

2. The ctcuit will use current-sensing completion detection on one supply rail

to minimize control circuit size.

3. The control circuit must be as fine-grained as the rest of tl-re standard leaf-

cells so that common CAD tool placement and routing (p&R) can take place

without concern for manual placement.

4. The control circuitry will not expropriate more than 3O% of the core silicon

area,
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5. Resistors will not be utilized.

6. The circuit will be implemented in a 1.2 micron CMOS process.

With this modest list, a suitable circuit \pas developed and implemented. The

requirements were met and a feasible implementation is now available.
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The Neo-Micropipeline

In previous implementations of a CSCD circuit [ISTS0 and DDHgtl, the

current at a pseudo supply rail was transformed into a proportional voltage and

input to a differential amplifier. An alternative and more prudent approach is to

utilize current-mode circuitry tTLHgOl. The circuit design presented in thÍs

chapter is built on the idea that current-mode circuitry is potentially a more

elfective and efficient way of implementing the current sensor. The development

of the rest of the circuit fans out from this initial commitment. Subsequently,

this chapter details the invention [GaMc94] with a bottom-up description.

3. I The Current Sensor

Krìowing the limitations of differential amplilìer-based CSCD circuits in

this application, we examine the current-mode current comparator as a means

to eliminate some of these problerns. The circuit developed by [FrCuSS] proves

to be a practical building block for our purposes. Figure S.l depicts the modi-

fied comparator circuit used in the current sensor.

25
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tdd---->

Figure 3.1: A CMOS Current-Mode Current Comparator

The input to the comparator is effectively a diode-connected NMOSFET which

provides a low input resistance (Zin = 1/gnt). The PMOSFETI Ml, M2, and MJ

set up a quiescent reference current (IreJl of I2¡tA. This value is chosen to pro-

vide a reference level that is safely above the quiescent current level ofthe CMOS

processing logic block where noise spikes will not significantty affect the current

level. The PMOSFUI M6 mirrors the current in the reference leg to provide the

pullup drive on the inverter created by FETs M7 and M8. However, PMOSFE"|

M6 is usually increased in width to have a 4O¡rA pullup drive to offset the quies-

cent. current in the logic block (see Section 5.3). The quiescent current increases

linearly with the number of gates in the logic trlock. The input cunent (Idd) pro-

vided by a high impedance output (explained hereinafter) is mirrorecl by NMOS-

Fgf M5 which provides the pulldown drive on the inverter input. The cir-cuit
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outputs a logic-one when Idd is less than lreJ and logical-zero when Idd. is

greater than IreJ The size of the transistors in the comparator do not have to be

larger than those used in the leaf cells because the circuit has a low input

impedance and inherent current limiting. Power consumption of the control cir-

cuit is therefore stgnilìcantly less than previous differential amplifier-based cur-

rent sensors.

The input of ttìe comparator is coupled to the outputs of a current mirror on

each CMOS gate in the processing logic block. Rather than using a large current

mirror for each CMOS module, each gate is appended with a Widlar-type current

mirror at its power rail to provide a grid of high impedance .[dd sources which

can tre input to the comparator. This results in a fìner granularity of the circuit

which allows P&R with existing CAD tools.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) CVSL Logic Family Implementation of an XOR/XNOR-Gate with

Current Mirror and (b) a Standard CMOS Family Implementation

of an XOR-Gate.

27
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Recall from Section 2.2-2 th:ãt a CMOS gate rnust draw signifìcant current from

the power rail to allow the current sensor to detect it. To provide a CMOS family

that draws significant transient current from the power rail during a high-to-low

transition of the output, we use the cascode voltage switch logic {CVSL) family

[HeGr84]. It uses a pair of PMOSFETs as pullups and a differential input

NMOS-tree which is the design precursor to the DCVSL family. This CMOS fam-

ily typically uses two more transistors tharì primitive NAND/NOR CMOS gate

families. Appending the current mirror to the power rail requires an additional

two FE.IS for each gate (FE-IS required < 2N+4). AND/NAND and OR/NOR-gates

require four more additional FETs than their standard counterparts but the

XOR/XNOR-gate implementation Ís actually less complex than a standard active

XOR-gate implementation. The CVSL XOR/XNOR-gate implementation with

current mirror appended comprises ten transistors \¡/hile the standard active

XOR gate comprises twelve transistors (see Figure 3.2). The CVSL gate also pro-

vides both true and complemented forms of the gate function which is advanta-

geous when reducing gate delays and decomposing lunctions into logic gates.

This makes CVSL comparaüvely tretter than standard CMOS logic when imple-

menling arithmetic circuits. The main disadvantage E'ith CVSL is the require-

nent of dual-rail logic inputs which increases the amount of wiring in the

circuit.

A¡rother aspect of the new logic gate implementation is that it has a reduced

voltage swing on its outputs. Because of the current mirror, the mardmum volt-

age at the pseudo Vdd rail is now five Volts minus the threshold voltage of the

PMOSFETs (5 - O.8 = 4.2Volts). This has the effect of reducing the power

28
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requirements for each logic gate.

relayed
requesl

Figure 3.3: Block Diagram ofthe Current Sensor

A block diagram of the current-sensor is depicted in Figure 3.S. The output of

the comparator is used to latch the request signal using a D-type flip-flop (DFF).

The request signal is thus relayed to the next stage of the micropipeline which is

input to a C-element. The truth table for the DFF is shown in Table 3.t.

Table 3. l: Tmth Table for a D-type Flip-Flop

CLK RST D o(r)

x 0 X 0

X X o(t-1)

0 0

I

It was mentioned that a complete state similarity in the CMOS logic block would

not increase the quiescent current significantly. This circumstance would cause

current.mode
current
comparator
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the circuit to deadlock since the comparator output will not toggle and the

request signal would not be relayed. To overcome this protrlem, the C-elements

that control the handshalçlng signals are also appended with current mirrors.

The C-element must be Ímplemented with a static form like the cross-coupled

inverter implementation depicted in Figure 3.4. This circuit will draw current

from the power rail during any output transition which is, in almost all cases, al

event signalling a request to the next stage.

Figure 3.4: A Static Implementation of a Muller C-Element
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Both the trre and complementary outputs of the Muller C-element are utilized to

provide the Pass and Cophre signals plus their complements for triggering the

event-controlled storage cells (see Figure 2.3). To clear the pipeline, reset signals

must be sent to the DFFs and the Muller C-Elements. This leaves the micropi-

peline in an empty state. The micropipeline must be reset after power-up to ini-

tiate the micropipeline in the empty state.

31
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3.2 The Timing Diagraml

Figure 3.5: A Block Diagram of tlle Neo-Micropipeline (After [GaMc94])

I. Excerpts ln thls section are taken from the UK provisional pateDt entifled "An As)'n-
chronous Circuit for Data Processtng" (serial Numtier 9406122.3 tcaMcg4ìì
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Figure 3.6: Timing Diagram for the Neo-Micropipeline (After [caMc94])
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The complete functionality of the circuit is described below. A full under-

standing ofthe circuit and its operation should result from the study of this sec-

tion. Timing diagram references are based on the block diagram of the neo-

micropipeline that is depicted in Figure 3.5. There are three stages of micropipe-

line in the circuit depicted in Figure 3.5. The timing diagram in Figure 3.6 illus-

trates the signal levels of the second stage in the micropipeline during several

operation cycles.

First, examine the circuit in Figure 3.5 to identity the various building blocks

that define the neo-micropipeline. Each stage of the pipeline has a main cfcuit

assembly and a control circuit assembly. The main circuit assembly comprises

an event-controlled register and a CMOS processing logic block. The control cir-

cuit assembly comprises a current-mode comparator, a DFF, and a C-element.

Thus, each stage of the circuit in Figure 3.5 comprises one current-mode com-

parator (labelled CMC -l through 3 for its corresponding stage number), one DFF

(labelled DFF' I through 3 for its corresponding stage number), one Muller C-ele-

ment (labelled MCE .l through 3 for its corresponding stage number), one event-

controlled register (labelled ER -l through 3 for its corresponding stage number),

and one CMOS processing logic block (labelled LB I through 3 for its corre-

sponding stage number).

Referring to Figure 3.6, Idd_B is the current level in the net that is sourced by

the output Idd ol MCEL and the output Idd of LBI. A simplification of what cur-

rent level could be present on this net is featured by depicting an ideal current

lìow in Idd_B. T\¡¡o basic states exist in the timing diagram for the current in
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ldd_B. One state occurs when there are no transitions in MCEI or LBI showing

zero current. The other state is when transitions are occurrin E irr MCEL and / or

LBI that cause a source of current on ldcl_B which fluctuates slightty but main-

tains a strong current flow. Correspondingly, the output of LBj (D<O:X>) has an

output vector t.llat relates to Idd_B in an idealistic manner. When Idd._,B sources

a strong current flow, CMC2 reacts by driving yo_B to a logical-one state. After

the current flow in Idd_B subsides to zero, CMC2 reacts by driving Vo_B to a log-

ical-zero state. The rising and falling of Vo_B is used to clock DFF2. By clocking

DFF2, the request signal (labelled Req_B) from MCE I carr be relayed to the X-

input of MCE2. This operation effectively replaces the need of a delay element in

the path of the request signal which is the main object of the invention. It effec-

tively speeds up the circuit when state sirnilarity between subsequent data

inputs to the pipeline causes an early cessation of current.

There a¡e several nurnerated points in the timing diagram (labelled I through

26). These points are used to describe the operation of the invention in a

sequential manner.

1. The integrated circuit in Figure 3.5 has been powered up w.ith ûve Volts on

the Vdd rail and zero Volts on the Vss rail. The Reset signal has been driven

low to reset all the DFFs and C-elements, thus Req_B, Q_8, Actt_B(Req_Cl,

and Ack_C have a low ûansition.

2. MCE-| draws a current because it has a low transition which appears as a

rise in the current level on Idd_B. Initially, MCDI, or any C-elernent in the

data processor, is at an unknown state at power-up. In this case, Req_B

was initially at a high level, therefore it sourced a current as it transitioned
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L

to a low voltage level. This caused Vo_B to go high. Almost immediately, the

current level on Idd_B drops to zero because the transition on MC_E.I causes

a current draw for a small period of time.

This drop in current level causes Vo*B to go low, DFF2 is clocked because of

this rise and fall o\ Vo_B Lrut it does nothing to change the output state of

DFFZ because the output was previously reset to a logical-zero state ald

Req_B was reset to a logical-zero state. Thus ends the initial cycle in the

operation of the circuit.

Transiüons begin to appear on D<O:X> because a data change has been

applied to the beginning of the pipeline and all the event-controlled regis-

ters pass data through from input to output (i.e. they are transparent). The

request signal to t] e second stage of the data processor is yet to appear

because it is lagging behind the data signal propagation. These transitions

in LBI are reflected in the rise in current on Idd_B. Notice also that the

transitions also appear on O<O;X> although slightly delayed because ER2 is

passing data from input to output as previously mentioned.

The rise in current orr Idd_B causes yo_B to go high. At a point during the

output transitions in LBl, Reg_E goes high.

The transitions in ¿Bl stop and the cessation of current draw into LBI is

reflected on ldd_B.

The drop in current on Idd_B causes CMC2 to drive Vo_E low.

The low transition on Vo_B causes DllFZ to pass the request signal which

drives @_B high.

The transition on Q_B causes MC,Ð2 to drive Ack_B high which effects a

request to stage three and an acknowledge to stage one; thus ending a sec-
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ond cycle in the operation of the circuit.

MCEI drives Req*B low. At the same time, the output transitions in LBI

start because â new set of data has been passed into it fro¡n ERl. Notice

that the output of ER2 (labelled Q<O:X>| is not changing because the

acknowledge signal from the third stage (Aclc_C) in the pipeline has not set

ER2 To be transparent. The current on Idd_B increases to a signilìcant level

because of the initial transition on Req_B and the continuing flow of cur-

rent in LBI.

The rise in current on Idd_B causes Vo_B to go high.

The transitions in LBI stop and the cessation of current dra',¡¡ into LBI is

reflected on ldd_B.

The drop in current on Idd-B causes CMC2 to drive Vo_B low.

The low transition on Vo_B causes DFF2 to pass the request signal which

drives Q_B low. The request signal has now been relayed to MCD2 trut the

output on MCE2 d,oes not change because the acknowledge signal event

has not been received from the third stage in the circuit. This likely means

that stage two has not completed its processing (LB2 is drawing transient

current).

The acknowledge signal has arrived sending Ack_C high. This signal passes

the data through ER2 (causing transitions on Q<O;X>) and triggers MCE2 Lo

send Acrr_B low which effects a request to stage three and an acknowledge

to stage one; thus ending a third cycle in the operation of the circuit.

A new set of data has been passed into LBI and again both the request sig-

nal from MCEI an<l the acknowledge signal trom MCES have not arrived

yet. However, the output transitions in LBI draw current which is reflected

10.

11.

12.

13

14
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in Idd_B.

17. TlJ'e rise in current orr Idd_B causes Vo_B to go high. Notice that .ER2 does

not pass the data or.to LB2 (observe Q<O:X>\ until ,4ck_C goes low.

18, The transitions in LBI stop and the cessation of current draw into LBI is

reflected ort Idd_B.

19. The drop in current or7 ldd_B causes CMC2 to drive Vo_B low.

20. Tlre low t¡ansition on Vo_B causes D¡'F2 to pass the request signal which

drives Q_-El high.

21. Tl:'e transition on Q_B causes MCE2 to drive Ack_B high which effects a

request to stage three and an acknowledge to stage one; Urus ending a

fourth cycle in tlre operation of the circuit.

22. MCEL drives Req_B low. The current in Idd_B reflects t}re draw of current

by MCEI.

23. The rise in current on Idd_B causes Vo_B to go high. An important aspect in

this particular operation cycle of the data processor is that the data cap-

tured by BRI is the same data set as the previous one (i.e., D<O:X> does not

change). LBl, therefore, does not draw any transient current.

24. "lhe current in Idd_B immediately subsides because no current is drawn by

LBl and the output transition iû MCEI causes a current draw for a rela-

tivefy short time. The drop in current on Idd_B causes CMC2 to drive Vo_B

low.

25. 'îhe low transition on Vo_B causes DEF2 to pass the request signal which

drives @_B low.

26. Tl:e transition on @_B causes MCE2 to drive Aclc_B low which effects a

request to stage three and an acknowledge to stage one; thus ending a lìfth
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cycle in the operation of the circuit. This last cycle example clearly shov/s

that a data processing circuit that employs the invention will have an

increase in data throughput average if the state similarity between consec-

utive data input vectors is close enough to effect a decrease in current

draw. In the case of similar consecutive data sets, a current may be drawn

but this also depends on the structure ofthe processing logic trlock.

By focusing on the control signals Req_B and AcþB in Figure 3.6, the two-phase

bundled data convention is clearly seen to be present and effective in the present

invention.

3.3 Repercussions on Circuit Testing

Circuit testing is an area that has generated much concern for asynchro-

nous systems. It is one of the main factors that has caused many researchers in

the digital design community to criticize the use of asynchronous circuits. As

explained in section 2.1.1, micropipelines are not easiìy testable. The introduc-

tion of the CSCD circuit helps eliminate some of these problems.

If a short or open ci¡cuit fault exists in a processirìg logic block, the ldd net for

that processing logic block may consistently draw a significant current (see Fig-

ure 3.7). With knowledge of the operation of the neo-micropipeline, it is easy to

deduce that the pipelined circuit will not pass data through that stage because

of the excess current draw. The circuit will, therefore, deadlock. Another exam-

ple of how a fault could cause the failure of the pipelined circuit is apparent if

the fault causes a logic gate in the processing logic block to remaln in a stuck-at
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condition which may cause the ci-rcuit to prematurely send the request signal

and capture erroneous data at the next register. A fault in the circuit that

employs the invention could be said to be more easily exercised and detected

because of the catastrophic effects a single fault may cause. Furthermore, the

test vector set for the circuit that uses the invention may be less in size than a

set of test vectors needed to determine a fault if the invention is not used in the

same ci¡cuit. The fault coverage of a test vector set could be said to be higher

than the same test vector set used to test a circuit that cloes not employ the

invention. ThÍs results in a simplification of the test procedure required to

determine the integrity of the circuit-under-test.

NOB

^-l shorl c¡rcuit

Figure 3.7: A Short Circuit in a CVSL OR/NOR-Gate Causing Excessive Cur-

rent Draw
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The Leaf Cells

Implementation of the neo-micropipeline in silicon was resolved with the

design of a custom set of leaf cells. The logic primitives implemented as leaf cells

were chosen to enable the design of any data processing circuit that would be

suitable for pipelined operation. A four-bit Booth-encoded multiplier circuit was

chosen as the prototype for the neo-micropipeline. More detail on the multiplier

circuit is described in Chapter Five. Appendix B provides a compilation of all the

schematics and layouts for each leaf cell.

4.1 The Leaf-Cell Set

The list of leaf cells required for implementing prototypes of the neo-

micropipeline are:

. andNand2: a CVSL two-input AND/NAND-gate

. andNand3: a CVSL three-input AND/NAND-gate

. andNand4: a CVSL four-input AND/NAND-gate

. cmcc: a current-mode current comparator

4l
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eventcell: an event-controlled storage cell

mcei a Muller C-element with reset

orNor2: a CVSL two-input OR/NOR-gate

orNor3: a CVSL three-input OR/NOR-gate

orNor4: a CVSL four-input OR/NOR-gate

xorXnor2: a CVSL two-input XOR/XNOR-gale

'lhese leaf-cells were developed using a I.2-micron double-metal n-well CMOS

process available through the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation [CMCgOa].

The height of the leaf-cells was chosen to be 75 design-scale microns (DSMI).

This height allowed the new cell set to be compatible with the standard cell

library offered through the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation ICMCgObl. It

is compatible trecause the supply rails match up during a placement and routing

ofthe cells when both libraries are utilized. Also, the I/O ofthe new cell set were

designed to be compatible with the [CMCgOb] library. This permitted the use of

a couple of cells that \Mere previously available in this technolog/ and hence did

not need to be customized. The DFF and inverter leaf cells in the [CMCgOb]

library were required for the implementation. The DFF is used in the control cir-

cuit and the inverter is used to invert the outputs from the event-controlled stor-

age cells. The complements from the event-controlled registers are needed for

the inputs to the CVSL gates.

Two other leaf cells that could be of use would tre a two-to-one multiplexer

(MUX) and a three-to-one MUX. These devices fìt the CVSL scheme nicely since

I. one DSM equals 0.8 mlcrons
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their implementation would result in a síngle gate delay for both.

4.2 The Layout of the Leaf Cells

The initial layout was based on the 75 design-scale micron (DSM) height

requirement. All mask levels were manually placed but were not optimized by

compaction tools or by back-alnotating information from simulations. The lay-

out of each cell was conducted with tl-re goal of simply achieving an error-free

design. Despite this, the leaf cells were relatively compact. Table 4.1 sllows a

comparison between a subset of standard cells used in industry [CMCgObl and

the corresponding prototype leaf cells. The relationship between the number of

inputs and the size of the prototype leaf cell shows that more inputs increases

the percentage in size difference between the standard cells and the prototype

cells. This is brought about by the dual-input requirement for the CVSL gates.

However, because CVSL offers both true and complemented outputs it does not

need an inverter to provide a complemented version of its output. If this is

required in the decomposition of a function, the CVSL-gate becomes more space-

efficient. In the case of the XOR/XNOR CVSL-gate, we see that it is quite com-

parable to the standard XOR-gate when an XNOR function is required. As previ-

ously mentioned in Section 3.1, this makes the CVSL-gates more effective when

implementing arithmetic functions. Optimization of these leaf cells for size

would improve these comparisons.

4.2.1 The Current Mlrror

Appending the current mirror to the circuit was accomplished by placing

tu/o wide transistors on the top of the leaf cell. A schematic diagram of the two-
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input CVSL AND/NAND-gate and it layout is depicted in Figure 4.1. Before the

PMOSFETs are placed, the NMOSFETs were placed to determine the u¡idth of the

cell. Once the width of the cell is determined, the pMOSFETs providing the cur-

rent mirror were spaced so that they would assume the total width of the cell at

the top. The NMOSFETs were placed as close to the ground rail as possible in

an arrangement where the polysilicon gates run vertically parallel to each other.

The width of the NMOSFETs are made as small as possible (3.l2pm) unless they

are in series which must be accommodated with a larger width depending on

how many NMOSFEIs are in series. All transistor lengths were made to be 1.2

microns which is the smallest geometry allowed for the technologr used. The

width of the two pull-up PMOSFETs are made to be four microns. The extra

width is needed to increase the pull-up power over the NMOSFETs because of

the higher mobility of carriers in the NMOSFETs.

Table 4.l: Size Comparisons for TWo Leaf-Cell Sets

a. a two-input CVSL AND/NAND-gate lor rlìe prototype
b. an event-controlled storage cell for the prototype
c. a four-input CVSL OR/NOR-gate for the prototypc
d. a two-input CVSL XOR/XNOR-gate for (hc protorype

Logic
Pr¡m¡live

Slandârd Cell
Area (¡rm2)

Prototype
Cell Area

(pm2)
% D¡fterencê

% D¡fference
if ¡nverter is

âdded to
Standard Cell

lwo-input
NAND-gatea

1267.2 2006.4 5E7ô greatel 87" grealer

a DFF with
reset and setb

4108.8 4372.8 6% greater not appl¡cabìe

a lour-input
NOR-gatec

1766.4 3168.0 797o gtealet 43% greater

a two-¡npul
XOR-gated

1876.8 ¿3 t3-¿ 34% greater equal
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andN and2

Figure 4. l: Schematic Diagram

Gate

and l.ayout of a TWo-Input CVSL AND/NAND-

cndNcncJ2

4,2.2 Tlae Input/Output Termlnals

The complementary outputs and the complementary inputs were placed

so that two CVSL gates could be abutted with stub routing l¡etween them. The

number of I/O is substantially increased with this dual-rail technology but the

stub routing eliminates the overhead for one set of complementary inputs (if re

placement and routing takes advantage of this capability). The two-input AND/

NAND-gate has seven I/O (including the Idd port) while a standard CMOS AND-

gate primitive has three I/O, Routing w.ire and silicon overhead is ürus
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increased when using dual-rail logic over the use of single-rail logic.

4.3 Simulation Results

The speed of each cell could be improved but HSPICE simulations verified

their functionality. Despite the fact that these customized cells were not opti-

mized, they were relatively compact and their performance in the HSpICE simu-

lations showed reasonable levels of speed. Table 4.2 shows the propagation

delays during various transitions in the CVSL-gate implementations, the Muller

C-element, and the event-controlled storage cell. These simulations were con-

ducted without the use of a capacitive load on the output. Also, the values sup-

plied are the worst-case output propagation delays which are cletermined by one

output pattern that causes the longest delay for that particular cell. The results

show that the high-to-low propagation delays are comparable to other CMOS

logic families but the low-to-high propagation delay needs to be improved. It

was considered that increasing the size of the two PMOSFET pull-ups in each

CVSL-gate would signifìcantly improve performance of the rising transition.

Doubling the width of the two PMOSFETs was simulated but this did not

improve the rise time. The main detriment to the gates is the current mirror on

the power rail. Despite this drawback, the circuit will optimize its speed because

of its self-timed property which is one of the main reasons for using this scheme,
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'lable 4.2: Propagation Delays from Simulation

a. Thc lirst valuo given is the delay from flowthrough operation where thc data
can pass freely from input to output_ The values in brackets is the dclay when
a pass signal controls the opening of the cell which allows data fiowthrough.

Log¡c
Primilive Z1(ns) zJ(ns) Zbl(ns) zbJ(ns)

two-rnput
AND/NAND

1.3 0.1 1.4 o.2

three-input
AND/NAND

1.5 0.1 .8 o.2

four-rnput
AND/NAND

1.7 0.1 2.3 0.4

two-inpul
OR/NOR

1.3 0.2 1.2 0.1

three-¡nput
OH/NOH

1.7 o.2 1.5 0. 1

four-input
OR/NOR

2.1 0.1 'I .5 o.1

lwo-¡nput
XOR/XNOR

1.5 0.2 1.5 0.2

Muller
C-element

1.1 1.6 1.7 O,B

event-
controlled

cellâ

1.6(1 1) 1.4(0.6) na na
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The Circuit Prototype

To veri$' the scheme in silicon, a circuit prototype was chosen and imple-

mented with the leaf cells. The chosen test circuit is a four-bit Booth-encodecl

multiplier. Schematic capture was used as the design method. Complete sche-

matics of the cÍrcuit are provided in Appendix B. A layout showing the two metal

layers of the IC is depicted in Figure 5. l. The L2 micron CMOS process used to

design the leaf cells resulted in an IC with a core area of 1.52mm2.

5.f The IC Layout

The placement and routing was accontplished automatically through the

use of Cade¡¿ce CeIL Ensemble. This satisfies one of the goals of the thesis which

was to be able to implement a design without any manual placement. Custom

layout design requires a skilled designer and the manual placement is time con-

suming. Once the schematic is completed, it is only a matter of seconds for the

automatic P&R algorithm to do its.job.
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sumOut2

sumOutT

sumOut6

sumOutl

sumOutS

vdd

multln3

m¡erln2

gnd
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reqln

multln'1

AckOut

sumOut4

sumOut0

sumOut3

mierln0

reqout

mullln0

vdd

mierln3

gnd

mierlnl

ackln

multln2

Figure 5. l: I-ayout of the Four-Bit Booth-Encoded Multiplier (metal layers one

and two onþ)

Vdd gnd
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5.2 Booth-Encoded Multiplication

Multiplication in circuits is best accomplished using parallel multiplica-

tion for fast operation. Array multiplication accomplishes thÍs by summing the

partial products from successive stages of parallel adders. An improvement over

array multiplication is the computation of the partial products by observing

three bits of the multiplicand at a time. This is called Radix-4 multiplication or

Booth-encoded multiplication. 'lhe three bits of the multiplicand are re-coded to

determine whether a l*, -l*, 2*, or -2* is added to that rank of the multiplicand.

The multiplier works on 2's complement integers.

The design used is based on the schematics provided in [WeEs93l. The use of

Booth-encoding is not as effìcient in a four-bit multiplier as one that computes

on larger operands such as a sixteen-bit multiplier. The four-bit multiplier is

reduced from four partial product stages to three while a sixteen-bit multiplier is

reduced from sixteen partial product stages to eight. A floorplan of the lour-bit

multiplier is shown in Figure 5.2.

sumOut[0:7]
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Figure 5.2: Floorplan of the Prototype Multiplier Circuit
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The design in [WeEs93l used pass-logic design to implement the multiplier cir-

cuit. Those gates were converted to the CVSL-gate family. The two registers

each comprise of eight event-controlled storage cells which are controlled by the

application of the pass and capture signals. Since the majority of logic is

devoted to the processing logic block, the requirernent for the asynchronous con-

trol circuitry to be less than 3O% of the silicon area used is satisfied. Even when

the current mirlors are computed as part of the control circuit area (approxi-

mately 15olo of the alea of each gate), the processing circuitry still dominates.

To veri$r the functionality of tl're multiplier design, a X¿¿¿nx {Xilig4l FPG,A.

(XC4OO3) was configured with the circuit a¡d tested. As a result of that study, a

micropipeline circuit was emulated in the Xilí¡rx FPGA architecture and showed

considerable speed [cRMg4].

The resulting layout required over l8O CVSL gates in the processing logic block

between the registers. Originally, it was intended that a large processing logic

block would severely test the capabilities of the control circuit. This was over-

whelmingly satislìed by the multiplication circuit. With such a large number of

gates driving the Idd net, the functionality of the comparator circuit will be effec-

tively tested since simulations \¡/ere not conducted with large processing logic

blocks. Unfortunately, after we had committed the first prototype, more strident

sinulations showed that adjustments were needed in the widths of certain MOS-

FETs to provide a faster implementation. The next section will detail this revela-

tion.
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5.3 Simulations of the Control Circuit

The control circuitry was evaluated with a rudimentary simulation. A

two-stage neo-micropipeline is instantiated ì¡/ith a schematic diagram (see Fig-

ure 5.4) and simulated with HSPICE. The logic block between the two registers is

an eight-to-one multiplexor (MUX). We use a level-three HSPICE simulation with

extracted capacitances and FET netlists from the leaf-cell layouts, The parasit-

ics of the wires connecting the gates are not included in the simulation. How-

ever, gate and drain capacitances are typically more signilìcant t}ran wire-

interconnect capacitances.

To make the schematic diagram more simple (i.e. less wi¡es) a different notation

was used and must be explained. The dashed lines represent the two wires ofa

differential signal. If a straight line is tapped off this differential line it may rep-

resent a true or complement signal wire depending on whether the line is termi-

nated with a bubble (inversion) s1'rnbol. The current-mirror s)'rnbol that appears

on a gate in the logic block signifies a coupling of the Idd output to the input of

the comparator which is also marked with the current-mi¡ror symbol and the

label CMC. The C-elements are also marked with the current-mirror symbol but

only the C-element in the fìrst stage is coupled with the comparator. The C-ele-

ment from the second stage mây be connected to the ldd net of tJlat stage other-

wise it is tted high (which it is in this simulation).

The execution of this simulation revealed a number of shortcomings in the initial

leaf-cell library. First, the PMOSFE"I 126 (see Figure 4.4) required a width

increase lrom 4.4 to 16 microns Lrecause the quiescent current in the logic trlock
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increases with the number of gates. The quiescent current is created because

the PMOSFET in each gate that sources Idd is in triode operation and will source

a small leakage current even when the gate voltage is at the threshold level. For-

tunately, this effect is linearly proportional to the number of gates in the logic

block. Therefore, a small set of comparators with different widths for PMOSFE*|

126 would be needed to optimize logic blocks with different numbers of gates.

Second, it is not necessary for the PMOSFET that sources Idd to be equal in

widtl-r to the PMOSFET that provides the channel for the power supply. Wlren

examining these simulations it was discovered that provided the C-element

sources a significant current to the ldd net, only a smaÌl current was required to

maintain the output of the comparator high. This allows us to use the smallest

width of PMOSFÛI (3. 12 microns) for sourcing the Idd net of any gate. The

exception is the C-element whlch retaÍned the original size of its PMOSFE"Is

because it must provide that initial surge of current to the comparator when a

request is forwarded.

These optimizations were made to the netlist and the simulation executed. The

throughput speed of this ci¡cuit with a specific input sequence is at a minimum

rate because the MUX output will toggle with each new data-word input, The

measurements from simulation reveals a throughput cycle time of 26 nanosec-

onds (or 38.5 MB/s). If the data word remained the same for each cycle the cir-

cuit attained a cycle time of 14 nanoseconds (or 71.4 Mbyte/s). If these t\¡¡o

values are the extremes of throughput operation the average speed could have a

cycle time of 20 nanoseconds (or 50 Mbyte/s). This performance is comparable
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to modern processor speeds which use smaller CMOS geometries and commer-

cially-developed standard cells. Simulation data is provided below in Figure 5.3.

Referring to Figure 5.4, trace 63 is DO, trace 6O is OoutL trace 88 is Oou¿, trace

43 is AcWn, trace 7 is Vout, and trace 53 is ReqOuf.

Figure 5.3: Simulation Data for the 8-to-1 MUX Stage
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Figure 5.4: Schematic Diagram of an 8-to-l Multiplexor Stage
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The Test Procedure

Several cha¡acteristics of this circuit design must tre considered to con-

fìrm its validity. Power draw, size, and speed are the main concerns for moclern

IC design. The size of the proposed circuit has been evaluated as being fìt for

acceptance and the power of this circuit is effectively lower than slmchronous

designs because of the inherent low-power aspect of asl'nchronous design. The

speed of the circuit shows potential in the limited simulations that were per-

formed but it does not provide concrete evidence. A test of the multiplier IC will

quantitatively offer conclusions in this regard. In retrospect, the speed of this

fìrst prototype will not be altogether noteworthy due to the lack of transistor

width optimization in lhe comparator leaf cell.

6.1 the Test Clrcuit Setup

The two tests that will determine the performance of the multiplier circuit

will check for latency and throughput ofthe IC. Figure 6. I depicts the test setup

to enable the testing of the IC for these two performance measures.
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Figure 6.1: The Test Setup
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Each I/o is capable of being probed by an oscilloscope or logic analyser because

of the provision of proLre points on the test head. The input to the RS? pin is

debounced as is one of the options for the reqln pin and Tine aclcOut pin. The

other options for the reqln pin is the ability to provide an input from a function

generator (5OO output) or the inverted output from the acldn pin. The cclcOut

pin can also be fed by the reqOut pin. The sumOuú pins drive LÐDs. The inputs

to the m¿erln and mulfln pins can be configured to provide alternating inputs

every cycle with each bit being in-phase or out^of-phase with the aclcln pin out-

put. Also, they can be manually set.

A number of switches provide configuration and control of the test procedure.

They are:

. SWl: This switch allows the manual toggling of the RSTpin.

. SW2: This switch allows the manual toggling of the ackOut pin.

. SW3: When this switch is ONit enables the use oî SW2.

. SW4: When this switch is OJV the aclcOut pin is fed by the reqOut pin.

. SW5: When this switch is ON the function generator input is applied to the

reqln pin.

. SW6: When this switch is OIV it enables the use of SW7.

. SW?: This switch allows the manual toggling of the reqln pin.

. SW8-15: Each of these switches enables its respective input pin to be out-of-

phase with the output ol oclcln.

. SWl6-23: Each of these switches enables its respective input pin to be in-

phase with the output of ackln.

. SW24-31: Ðach of these switches enables its respective input pin to be tog-

5a
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gled malually.

. S\f7: When this switch is ONit enables th.e reqlnpin to be out-of-phase with

the rrclcln pin output.

6.2 The Latency Test

This test will measure the total delay for Ure circuit to react to a request

event or an acknowledge event. The reqln pin is manually toggled and the tran-

sition is used to trigger one channel ofa storage oscilloscope. The second chan-

nel of the storage oscilloscope monitors tlire reqOut pin. The measured delay

t¡etween these two events will determine the forward latency of the circuit.

The reverse direction of the control signals carì also be tested with this method.

After the request is sent, the ockOut pin can be manually toggled and this event

will be used to trigger the fìrst channel of ttre storage oscilloscope. The second

channel will be used to monitor aclcln. This latency measurement should be less

than the forward latency since this operation only depends on the operation of

the Muller C-elements and not the current-mode circuit (i.e., the request signal

is bounded but the acknowledge signal is not).

When measuring the forward latency, various combinations on the input pins to

the multiplier circuit will vary the delay. If a hamming distance of zero occurs

between successive bit patterns, then the forward latency shoulcl theoretically

be 4Ons (according to simulations) plus the delay of the I/O pads. The forward

latency of the circuit with transitioning inputs is effectively measured by using

t):,e aclcOut pin to cause the circuit to bring an acknowledge signal through the
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circuit to the first stage where the Muller c-element can toggle which will cause

the capture of data in the first register a¡rd simultaneously sencl a request signal

to the next register.

6.3 The Throughput Test

The throughput test will determine the rate of data throughput in the cir_

cuit. Again, this measurement will depend on the sequential states of the multi-

plier inputs. various combinations can be created using switches swi6-si.

The reqln pin will be fed with the function generator input and the output will be

monitored on the reqout pin. The input frequency is increased until re two sig-

nals (reqln and reqoutl are no longer synchronized which will determine the

ma-Kimum throughput level. As the IC heats up due to its high speed operation,

this measurement value will likely drop. This test was successfully used to test

the throughput of a micropipeline emulation in a XÍiirx FpGA in tcRMg4l.

6.4 Functional Testing

Exhaustive testing of all the possible input/output combinations could be

performed with the proposed test setup but flris would be a tedious job to man-

ually toggle those switches. There are 256 possible input patterns for the multi-

plier. A test head interfaced with a l.Dübus I/o pattern card will be used to

provide a functional test which will include all of the possible input vectors

lcMC93l.
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Conclusions

This study examined the possibility of improving the micropipeline meth_

odology. The delay element in the request path of the micropipeline provided a

bundled-data condition which reduces tl.e effìciency of the micropipeline and

complicates the sl.nthesis of a data processing circuit. This research has pro-

cluced a novel cscD circuit that is to be incorporated wi 'r a micropipeline. The

cscD circuit eliminates the need for delay elements and their associated prob-

lems. AIso, this circuit proves to be a more feasible implementatfon than previ-

ous completion-detection methods. The key to the improvement is the use of

current-mode circuitry in the comparator circuit. The neo-micropipeline has the

following characteristics :

. It lollows the two-cycle signalling convention.

' The control circuit is relatively small compared to previous completion-detec-

tion methods.

. The control circuit has lower po\À/er requirements than previous completion_

detection methods.

6t
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. The CVSL gates that are used in the processing logic block have a reduced
power requirement because of the reduced vollage swing on the outputs (O to
4.2Volts).

' The cvs'- gates are more usefur for decomposing logic functiorìs because
they have differential outputs. Moreover, 

're 
logic block will require fewer

CVSL gates for implementing a function than standard logic gates.

' The cvsl gates are most effective when used 
'or 

implementing arithmetic
functions because of the reduced size of XOR_gate implementations.

o The CVSL gate is slower than standard logic primitives because of the para_
sitic effects on a rising transition ofan output. However, this effect is coun_
tered by the inherent ability of the circuit to optimize its speed. The speed
optimization occurs because the circuit is delay-insensitive which a'ows its
speed to be dependant only on the physical characteristics of the circuit and
the operating conditions.

' The average delay in the forward ratency or the data processing circuit is
reduced due to the s[ate similarity characteristics of sequential inputs. If the
hamming distance between two sequential inputs is small or zero, the cur_
rent draw in the logic block will taper off more quickly than for other sequen_
tial patterns. The circuit can react to this early completion and trigger the
request signal through to the next register.

' The circuit can be automatically placed-ancl-routed with common cAD tools
which also sirnplilìes the design entry.

' The logic block does not require hazard-free synthesis. This further simpri-
lìes the design-entry stage since any logic decomposition of a function wirl be
suitable.
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' There will be a reduction in the number of test patterns required to test a

data processing circuit incorporating the proposed circuit because of the

increased fault coverage a pattern may have.

7.L Applications

with the characteristics listed prior, the proposed ci¡cuit is considered a feasible

approach to designing asynchronous circuits. Simulations show that further

optimization of the leaf cells wiÌl result in speeds that are comparatrle to modern

devices. comLrined with its low power requirements, this cÍrcuit will be suitable

for various applications.

A supercomputer requires fast nressage passing to effectively use its parallel

processing abilities. AsSmchronous communication between processing ele-

ments has been highly regarded for this function [TrDu92 and Fitcg3]. AIso,

because of the problems with clock skew in large systems, the aslmchronous

approach to interconnecting processors provides a simpler design requirement

than for synchronous systems. However, most supercomputers use locally syn-

chronous processors.

The proposed circuit in this thesis is âimed at processing elements. Therefore,

in a superconputing environment, the ideal system will be globally and locally

asynchronous. Interconnections and FIFos would maintain re classical micro-

pipeline approach and processing logic would utilize the neo-micropipeline. The

main diffìculty for such an implementation is that the entire system would have
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to be custom designed. FPGAs could be used for implementing the micropipe-

Iined message passing but the processors would have to be custom built.

In a wafer-scale environment, the circuit would be highly feasible. lt could be

used to implement single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) structures. AIso, a

mesh architecture of cellular automata could be userl to implement some high

speed algorithms [sBPS94]. The asynchronous circuit would l¡e able to relax to

a minimum solution rather than working in lockstep fashion. The characteristic

of the neo-micropipeline allows each processing element to be globally independ-

ent of the speed of other processes which would optimize speed. The temporal

and spatial locality of such algorithms are well-suited to an asJmchronous archi-

tecture.

l-ow power requirements is one of the main problems when designing portable

applications. Today's high-speed reduced-instruction-set IC (RISC) processors

are not readily adaptable to portable applications because of their power con_

sumption. The clocking network in a large IC will draw a significant amount of

transient current because it much charge and discharge the clock grid (a large

capacitance load) even when the circuit is not actively processing data. The pro_

posed circuit could be used to develop a low-power RISC processor for this appli-

cation. overall, this circuit could be used for any des¡gn that requires low power

and complex digital signal processing. It is speculated that the use of this cir-

cuit in industry would highlight as¡mchronous design as an acceptable form of

digital design.
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7.2 Future lVork and Goals

The testing of the fabricated IC is the next step in verifying the functional-

ity of the proposed circuit. In any event, more stringent simulations will be con-

ducted on the layout of the IC with HSPICE

The change to the PMOSFET width in the comparator will be implemented in the

next revision of the comparator leaf cell. This change (4.4 microns to 16

microns) should signifìcantly speed up the circuit. All leaf cells will be opttmized

for size and speed if possible.

Future IC prototypes will be more complex than the four-bit Booth-encoded

multiplier. Several applications have been considered. One application is the

development of a neural network processor that utilizes stochastic arithmetic.

The problems with feedback and arbitration in micropipelines is another inter-

esting topic and will need to be examined in a ruore complex design.

Scl-rematic design entry needs to be improved by removing the need to provide

the complements of every signal in the processing logic block. The redundant

wires and labels in the schematic makes for an unwieldy form of design entry. A

hardware description language could simplify the design entry. Use of \¡HDL

(very high speed IC ha¡dwa¡e description language) will be investigated as a

solution.
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Appendix A

The Leaf-Cell Library

Schematic diagrams and layouts of each leaf cell are provided in this

appendix. Information on the schematic diagram comprises the netlist of the

cell and the width/length of the individual transistors. Each leaf cell is 75 DSM

in height and the I/O placement is matched to the rules in lCMCgObl.
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Figure A. l: Schematic and l^ayout of a Two-Input CVSL AND/NAND Gate
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Figure 4.2: Schematic and Layout of a Three-Input CVSL AND/NAND Gate
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Figure 4.3: Schematic ald l-ayout of a Four-Input CVSL AND/NAND Gate
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Figure 4.4: Schematic and t ayout of a Cunent-Mode Cu[ent Comparator
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Figure 4.5: Schematic and l^ayout of a Ttvo-Input CVSL XOR/)ü{OR Gate
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Figure 4.6: Schematic and Layout of an Event-Controlled Storage Cell
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Figure ,q..7: Schematic and t^ayout of a Muller-C Element with Reset
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Figure 4.8: Schematic and Layout of a TWo-Input CVSL OR/NOR Gate
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Figure .t{..9: Schematic and Layout of a Three-Input CVSL OR/NOR Gate
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Figure A.lO: Schematic and Layout of a Four-Input CVSL OR/NOR Gate



Appendix B

the Multiplier Circuit

The schematic diagrams for the four-bit Booth-encoded multiplier design

are provided in this appendix.
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Figure B. l: Root schematic Dlagram of the Four-Bit Booth-Encoded Multiplier

Circuit



Tlæ Multiplíer Circuit
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Figure E}.2: Schematic Diagram of the First Stage in the Booth Multiplier
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Figure El.3: Diagram of the Partial Product Generator Circuit
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Figure 8.5: Schematic Diagram of the One-Bit Adder Circuit (addl)
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Figure 8.6: Schematic Diagram of the Booth Decoder Circuit fboot}ÌDec)
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